Dry Abrasive Blasting With Up to 99.9% Less Dust

Control airborne dust near sensitive equipment or when removing hazardous contaminants and coatings.

- **Control the Airborne Emission of Hazardous Surface Contaminants and Coatings**
  - Reduced total job costs
    - less freight
    - less disposal
    - less containment and air management
    - less clean-up
    - virtually eliminates facility damage due to low dust and low rebound
  - Less Down Time
    - Other trades can work during the blasting process
    - Nearby process equipment can continue to operate
    - Reduce total job time with less staging and cleanup
  - Near perfect visibility
    - No waiting for the dust to settle
    - Inspect during the blasting process
    - Enhanced visibility lessons the likelihood of rework

Visit Sponge-Jet, Inc. at www.Spongejet.com or call 603-610-7950 to learn more about the Sponge Blasting System
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